Dinos all over featuring Babysaurus by Little Yellow Bicycle

Babysaurus is a playful, fresh and fun fabric collection. Dinosaurs, dots and numbers create this collection in a kaleidoscope of colors ranging from pastel to primary. See the entire Babysaurus Collection on our website: www.blendfabrics.com

Quilt Design by Joanie Holton & Melanie Greseth of TailorMade...by Design
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**Geo Block Assembly**

Following the same manner and pressing the seams away from the added pieces, sew (1) A square to (1) H square, add (1) K, (1) E, and (1) C strip to make square. Repeat to make 8 geo blocks.

**Quilt Assembly**

Layout blocks for rows 1 and 2, refer to diagram below for placement and turning of blocks. Repeat same layout for rows 3 and 4. Sew blocks together in rows and press. Sew rows together to create quilt center.

**Borders**

Sew F strips to right and left of quilt center, then sew F strips to top and bottom.

Sew (1) G strip to right and (1) to the left of the quilt center.

Sew (2) G strips together end to end. Sew strips to the top of quilt. Trim strips even with quilt.

Sew remaining piece of strip to (1) G strip. Sew strip to bottom of quilt.

**Applique**


**Prairie Points**

Using the Quick Points Ruler: 1 1/2” prairie points ruler, prepare J strip and sew to outer edge of the border. Treat the triangles as part of the quilt top, lay points flat toward quilt center until binding is applied. Then press out.

**Finishing**

Layer quilt top, batting and backing piece, wrong sides of fabrics both toward batting and baste. Hand quilt, machine quilt or tie as desired. Sew binding strips together into one continuous strip, iron in half lengthwise and sew on top of prairie points to raw edge of quilt top. Fold in and over lap end of binding. Turn over raw edge and hand stitch to back of quilt. Press prairie points out.
Applique

Enlarge dino shapes to desired size. For traditional hand-stitched applique, add 1/4” for turning. Add eyes, cheek, mouth and other detail with embroidery. Follow directions on fusible web and apply shapes to quilt top. Refer to applique techniques book for more detailed instruction.